As a microbial ecologist introducing upper-level biology undergraduates to the wonders of the microbial world in our Biology major's only microbiology course, I prefer textbooks emphasizing microbial ecology, diversity, and applications. Slonczewski and Foster's third edition of *Microbiology: An Evolving Science* works nicely for me. Like the second edition, the writing is engaging, the examples are current and relevant to both the research arena and everyday life, and the text incorporates key experiments underlying the information presented, bringing microbiology alive. While similar general microbiology textbooks geared for biology and microbiology majors typically divide environmental from medical microbiology, these topics are intertwined throughout this text, illustrating that they are in fact different lenses for viewing microbiology.

While similar texts are sometimes encyclopedic, describing diverse microbial groups, Slonczewski and Foster's third edition emphasizes key underlying concepts. This edition is organized like some other textbooks and its predecessor. It begins with coverage of the microbial cell, followed by microbial genetics and genomics, where the chapter on molecular biology and biotechnology is expanded and renamed to include synthetic biology and increased coverage of systems biology. The third section, about microbial metabolism, includes catabolism, electron flow, and biosynthesis chapters, each incorporating relevant examples, and a fourth chapter on food and industrial microbiology. This final chapter in comparable texts is often grouped with human uses for microbes, but it makes sense to include the material with metabolism chapters as direct applications. The fourth section focuses on microbial ecology and biodiversity, including expanded coverage of microbial origins, followed by chapters on diversity, and finishing with microbial ecology. The book ends with medical microbiology and immunology chapters. The organization of the text's main sections and ASM's recent recommended curriculum guidelines' concepts and statements (<https://www.asm.org/index.php/guidelines/curriculum-guidelines>) are not perfectly parallel, but are similar, with these concepts and statements covered well. The book's organization works for me, with a few exceptions. First, I would prefer that all information on microbial origins and the supporting research be together rather than split. Additionally, I would prefer that the information on the control of microbial growth, the specific classes of antimicrobials and their modes of action, and the mechanisms of antimicrobial resistance be grouped together.

The third edition has several additions compared to its predecessor, including two new useful appendices: "Laboratory Methods for Microbiology" and "Taxonomy." The methods appendix explains common methodologies with good diagrams and figures of example output (gels, microarrays, etc.) and serves as a good resource for students reading primary literature independently. Additionally, about half of the chapters' Special Topics boxes are new, containing well-written, current, and relevant content. The Special Topics content from the second edition can now either be accessed as eTopics online or has been incorporated into the main chapters' text directly, so this useful content from the second edition remains accessible.

A primary strength of this edition continues to be the emphasis on microbiology as an "evolving" science, as its title indicates, not just a static compilation of facts. Throughout the book, research questions, current methodology addressing those questions, and active researchers working to answer those questions are highlighted, accompanied by numerous primary literature references. Through these, students see that, although much is already known about microbiology, many questions remain. By providing the threads of research, researcher names, short biographies, interviews with male and female scientists, and photos of researchers doing science, the text emphasizes how microbial research is done by real people not too different from the students themselves, perhaps inspiring them to join these researchers in their endeavors through pursuing research careers. Overall, this updated, captivating textbook is a great choice for teaching general microbiolog*y.*
